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Rule of Thumb Method 

𝑳 = 𝑲(𝑽 𝑵𝑪
⁄ )𝑺  for signalized intersection 

𝑳 = 𝑲 [𝑽 (𝟑𝟔𝟎𝟎 𝑰)⁄⁄ ] 𝑺 for unsignalized intersection 

 L= storage length (ft). 

 V= left- turn flow rate during the peak hour (vph). 

 K= a constant to reflect random arrival of vehicles (usually 2) 

 Nc= number of cycles per hour (for signalized intersection) 

 I = average vehicle waiting interval in seconds (for unsignalized intersection) 

 S = average queue storage length per vehicle (average distance, front bumper- to – 

bumper of a car in queue). 

 

Queuing Based Method: Signalized 

𝒏 = (𝒍𝒐𝒈𝑷𝒏 − 𝒍𝒐𝒈 (𝟏 − 𝝀
𝝁⁄ ) 𝒍𝒐𝒈(𝝀 𝝁⁄ )⁄  

 n = number of vehicles in the queue. 

 Pn=probability of n vehicles in the queue. 

 𝜆 = arrival rate, equivalent passenger cars per seconds (pcps). 

 𝜇= service rate, equivalent passenger cars per second (pcps). 

And, 𝜆 and 𝜇 can be estimated by following Equations: 

𝜆 = 1.1 × 𝑉
3600⁄  

𝜇 = 𝑆 × (𝐺 𝐶⁄ )3600 

 “1.1 “= adjustment factor for the equivalence of left- turn vehicles with a separate phase. 

 V = left- turn volume, equivalent passenger cars per hour (pcph). 

 S = lane saturation flow, equivalent passenger cars per hour of green (pcphg). 

 𝐺 𝐶⁄ = ratio of green time to cycle length (cycle split) for the turning- lane phase. 
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Regression Based Method-Unsignalized 

Since queuing is not prevalent 

 

𝑸 = 𝒇𝟐(𝑫,𝑮) 

𝑮 = 𝒇𝟏(𝑽) 

 Q=maximum left-turn lane length, in vehicles. 

 D= left- turn volume, in vehicles per intervals. 

 G= total acceptable gap times in opposing traffic in a specific interval, sec. 

 V= opposing traffic volume, in vehicles per interval. 

The function f1 and f2 were derived by regression analysis and the general forms of these two 

equations were given in Equation (7). 

𝑮 = 𝒇𝟏(𝑽) = 𝜶𝟏
𝑮𝑽𝜷𝟏

𝑮
 

 

 

 

 

 


